


Di Piettro is a Brazilian brand born 4 years ago, based at the Home And

Body Luxury Market. 

ABOUT US



Our Products are exclusive, developed studying the 

properties of the gems and giving an unique fragrance.



Gems are earth`s natural treasure,

and they act in a positive way in our minds, body and spirit.

They connect us to healing sources of nature and with the cosmic  

power from which everything emanates.

The stones work by giving and receiving energy, purifying,  

harmonizing and providing its circulation in our physical or etheric 

bodies….

OUR INSPIRATION



….the perfumes on the other hand send us to a 

sensorial  imaginary universe.

When they spread around, they transmit messages, bring  

back memories, unify luxury with seduction and  

enchantment.

The colors and fragrancies translate nature in full, spiritly  

and sensorial….



….Di Piettro introduced a line of fragrances, where each 

essence were developed according to the properties 

of each natural crystal….



LINES



It opens the way 

and attracts new 

opportunities.

It symbolizes the rising 

sun, as it grows stronger 

to rise in the sky. 







It helps emotional  

healing and can lead 

into deeper meditative 

states

It is a symbol of 

happiness and 

eternal youth.







It reacts as a wave filter 

neutralizer creating a 

healthy energy 

environment.

One of it strengths is the power 

to 

convert negative energy into 

positive.







‘ ’







Brings light and due to its 

harmonic  fluctuations, 

makes all the chakras 

remain in  positive 

resonance.



Inspired by the Crystal, this line 

was designed to increase 

energy and stamina. 

Bringing a positive and cleansing 

feeling.



It is based on key ingredients such as 

orange blossom, which has purifying 

action and sandalwood that enhances 

mood and energy.



Reflects Violet Ray energy.

Used as a “third eye” is a 

natural tranquilizer

‘ ’



Inspired by the Amethyst these

fragrance provides purification

and protection, brings calm and

relieves anxiety.















SCENTED CANDLES
200G & 50G
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MOISTURIZERS
200G & 50G



SCENT DIFFUSER
250 ml



LIQUID SOAP
250 ml



PERFUMES
100 ml



CONTACTS:

dipiettro@dipiettro.com.br

MEDIA:

@dipiettrooficial

www.dipiettro.com.br
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